SAFER
SCHOOLS:
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS.
SIGHT ON SCENE

IMPROVED VISIBILITY
FOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE.
Sight On Scene is an integrative safety information application that allows school
districts to view and share interactive building maps, live security camera feeds,
emergency preparedness plans, and more with first responders and school staff
during an emergency. This technology gives police, fire, and EMS a detailed visual
of the structure they will be entering before they even arrive on the scene, and
empowers school staff with the information they need to confidently respond and
act when it matters most.

COMPREHENSIVE MAPPING TOOL
Create interactive building maps with drag-and-drop
drawing tools, safety and hazard icons, panoramic
images, and access to security cameras.

LIVE SECURITY CAMERA FEEDS
Give responders and staff access to live footage
from security cameras in and around the building
during an emergency.

ESCAPE ROUTES
Provide staff with the quickest routes out of the building
from their location, along with instant snapshots from
the security cameras along that route.

STUDENT ROLL CALL
Identify the location of missing students during an
emergency via API Integrations with leading student
information and attendance tracking systems.

PUSH NOTIFICATIONS & CHAT
Automatically notify users of an emergency, including the
emergency type and location, as well as all corresponding
updates. Staff can also chat with one another & partnered
responder units.

MONITOR, PREPARE,

PROTECT.
SOS gives school administrators the ability to condense their existing emergency
management strategies into one application. Within this central hub, critical information and immediate updates can be accessed by all staff members during drills
and actual emergencies. Should a disaster occur, partnered first responders will
have familiarity with the district’s buildings and preparedness documents, as well
as access to a live visual inside and around the site.

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLANS
Upload and automatically distribute emergency
preparedness documents to utilize during safety
drills or emergency situations.

CUSTOMIZABLE USER ACCESSIBILITY
Customize and assign individualized feature access
to staff & partnered responder units. Time-sensitive
access tokens can also be distributed to outside
first responders assisting during an emergency.

USER ACTIVITY AUDITS
Meticulously track every user who touches the
system and monitor metrics including session
dates, logins, map views, and camera views.

VIRTUAL WALKAROUND
Allow security staff and partnered first responders
to virtually navigate the building and grounds via
live security camera views.

TACTICAL MODE
Give appropriate users access to a visual of all
building maps, security cameras, and active chats
from one screen via the desktop site.

UNPARALLELED ACCESS
FOR FIRST RESPONDERS
SOS installation is simple and the mapping process for an entire district can be
completed in just a matter of days. Districts can then invite local first responders
to download the app and receive access to their building maps, security cameras,
emergency preparedness plans and more. Best yet, since Sight On Scene is being
sold as SAAS, subscribers are regularly granted access to new features as soon as
they are available.

Invite local first responders
to download the app and
partner with your district

Map buildings in the
SOS app and sync
security cameras

Partnered responders can
access school maps, cameras
and more from all devices

CONTACT SIGHT ON SCENE
412-712-1334

INFO@SIGHTONSCENE.COM

555 DAVIDSON ROAD, STE #4
PITTSBURGH PA 15239

WWW.SIGHTONSCENE.COM

